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Professional Scalpels and Blades

The Professional Range of blades and handles are produced with Craft 'Professionals' and enthusiasts in mind. They are used 
in a variety of different industries from Mold Cutting and Jewellery Manufacture to Printing and Artwork. The No.3 handle is 
available for use with the small (No.3) fitment blades. The No.4 handle is available for use with the larger (No.4) fitment blades.
Two acrylic handles, the 5A and 6A with a nickel blade fitting that takes standard surgical blades.

Handle 3 Handle 5A

Handle only Handle only

MOQ: 100 pcs

310 310A 311 312 313 314 315

Handle 4 Handle 6A

Handle only Handle only

MOQ: 100 pcs

418 419 420 421 422 423 424

425 426 436

Professional Scalpel
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The PCABS handle, designed in house, features a forward position to assist with easy blade fitment and removal along with 
audible clicks to indicate the mid usage position and the rear safe position for when the knife is not in use.
SMOR II is supplied with two SM01 blades and can also be used with the SM01B, SM02, SM03, SM03B and SM04 blades.

SMOR II Retractable Handle

4307

Smor II handle with 2 SM01 Blades

Trimaway & Retractaway

Trimaway (2338) purposely designed as an economic throwaway knife, the Trimaway has a strong nylon-based handle fitted 
with a fixed surgical quality heavy-duty No.25A blade and comes complete with guard. The Trimaway is particularly suitable 
for artwork, crafts and model making and the cutting edge requirements of the handy person and D.I.Y. enthusiast. 

The Retractaway (2339) is a sleek graphite-finish metal handle offering the added safety of a hand retractable blade mechanism.

2338

Plastic Handle with 25A Tip

2339

Handle with 2 blades 310A

MOQ: 10 pcs

MOQ: 10 pcs

MOQ: 50 pcs

SM01 SM01B SM03 SM04SM02 SM03B
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The ACM Boxed Set is a comprehensive set of 13 precision ground carbon steel 
blades, made by one of the world's leading surgical blade manufacturers to the same 
high surgical quality for which the company is renowned, together with 3 handles. With 
easy blade changing, the 10 blade shapes offer cutting edge versatility all from one set. 
For those with more specific requirements, all blades and handles are available on an 
individual basis or as smaller sets.
ACM Tool Set with 1 x No.1, No. 2 & No.5 handle Blades 2 x No.ACM2, ACM3 x No.11, 
1 x No.'s ACM7, ACM10, ACM16, ACM17, ACM18, ACM22, ACM424, ACM428

ACMH1

Scalpel Handle 1 with ACM11SM

MOQ: 50 pcs

ACM Craft Knives

ACM Boxed Set

ACMH5

Scalpel Handle 5 with ACM28SM

ACM22SM ACM24SM ACM28SM

ACM2SM ACM7SM ACM10SM ACM11SM ACM16SM ACM17SM ACM18SM

Trimming Knives

Trimming Knives The stylish black Trimming Knife is a heavy-duty fixed-blade knife with a spring-loaded mechanism for easy 
opening of the handle for blade changing or safe storage. Inside the handle is a nylon holder for spare blades and each handle 
is supplied with 3 No. SM92 blades. The Trimming Knife is supplied complete with a smart black Holster which clips onto a 
belt or waistband. A full range of heavy-duty blades is available and they are supplied in boxes of 100. 

4313

Fixed trimming knife with 3 x SM92 blades

MOQ: 100 pcs

SM52 SM53 SM91 SM92 SM92B SM96 SM96F


